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*Eisenhower's farewell address 1961

Video clip

Why a warning about “unwarranted influences” with the MIC and that we should take nothing for granted and that only an
alert and knowledgeable citizenry could protect our future security and liberties?

* Indications that President Eisenhower set a secret plan to protect our constitutional republic in
the future.
Based on multiple witness testimonies and recorded historical events, indications are that President Eisenhower had lost
control to an infiltration of unwarranted influences that led to a surrender of our legal constitutional government. In order to
safeguard our constitutional republic in the future against this potential domestic enemy, he set up a secret plan with a
military intelligence unit that would become activated in the future if our constitutional republic was ever threatened.
Indications are that this unit has been activated.

* My background as a testifying witness and ex-ABC newsman at 2001 NPC world disclosure
event

What were these witnesses disclosing? ...

How and why the media sanitized with a limited hangout?

After the NPC, I allowed a CBS interview on the strict condition I could state to the public that we have the scientists that
can prove before a congressional hearing that we have Zero Point Energy. The producer afterward said the higher executives
(CIA) had to cut that part out. Cut out a solution to the world to get off of dangerous and obsolete nuclear, oil and coal?

The 2001 NPC event inspired Dr. Michael Salla
A teaching university professor who was fired by the university for his interest in these testimonies
He is now a world scholar of this subject. His site exopolitics.org

It also inspired a UK hacker Gary McKinnon who discovered US Navy SSP
He hacked NASA computers and got into Naval Space Command database listing fleet transfers of non-terrestrial officers
and names and image of huge cigar shaped US Navy spacecraft that are part of the Solar Warden program.
Bush admin wanted to put him 70 years in prison for his hack.

US Navy SSP was launched in 1980s with a 20 year enlistment utilizing extremely advanced technologies where the
enlistees memories of their service for security purposes are removed, but after 20 years have elapsed on this earth timeline,
several SSP recruits are having total memory recall of their service and are coming forward.

*USMC SSP witnesses reveal Eisenhower’s secret plan in the briefings they received
Testimonial circumstantial evidence is revealed by two witness testimonies of those having memory recall of their
recruitment within US Marine Corps Special Section within the US Navy’s Secret Space Program enlistment.
These witnesses were briefed that President Eisenhower after losing control to the infiltrated corporations of the military
industrial complex sets up "The Plan" utilizing a secret special USMC intelligence unit. Eisenhower knew that in order to
safeguard our Constitutional Republic in the future from the infiltrated Forth Reich element controlling the corporations of
the US military industrial complex, that he would need to secretly create an executive order for a US Marine Corps special
section intelligence unit. The plan envisaged by Eisenhower was that when the U.S. military industrial complex had been
infiltrated and comprised by the Fourth Reich to the extent that it threatened the future of our Constitutional Republic, the
special USMC intelligence unit would be activated and takes steps to rectify the situation.

2 USMC SS witness testimonies regarding the loss of control and the plan put in place

*What does history show in how Eisenhower lost control to an infiltration ?
1934 Germany develops operational anti-gravity craft giving Nazi Germany a 20 year lead over the US

1942 – Nazis escape and have bases in both Antarctica and on the Moon with their anti-gravity craft

1944 Nazis have a plan to infiltrate US and create a matrix of perception – Education – Media control etc.
Translation = World View Warfare

1945 End of WWII – Victory or so we believed.

1945 Operation Paperclip – Nazis become embedded in high positions throughout the CIA, NASA, biomedical etc.

1946 US Underground Plant Program brings in Hilter’s underground base mastermind Xavier Dorsh to create a network of
DUMBs starting near Kirkland AFB in New Mexico

1946 Rockefeller Foundation has official history rewritten to hide Nazi escape and infiltration to future generations

1947 Operation High-Jump Adm Byrd defeated by Nazi Antarctic base with anti-gravity craft using directed energy
weapons

1950 Operation Mockingbird CIA controls mainstream media and the public’s perceptions initiated by Allen Dulles

1951 The Invention Secrecy Act of 1951 - Free Energy and Anti-gravity inventions are suppressed – (10 yrs experience in
this) Many thousands of inventions have been given National Security Orders to not be released to benefit the public

1952 Truman admin intimidated in fly over Wash DC of Nazi Craft
Video clip

*Events during Eisenhower’s presidency 1953-1961
Timeline of Events
1953 JAN

Dwight D. Eisenhower is President

1953 FEB - Allen Dulles assigned as Director of the CIA and initiates MK-ULTRA project for mind control
1954 FEB - Eisenhower has a ‘First Contact’ meeting with extraterrestrials

According to a Testimonial Letter from Gerald Light to Mead Layne who was present at that event

The planned May 1954 disclosure never happened. The “various authorities” may have overruled that disclosure

1954 MAR- JANAP 146(C) Established severe penalties for military or civilian pilots disclosing UFO sightings
1954 MAY - The first of yearly ongoing Bilderberg secret meetings now begins setup by former Nazi SS officer
Working with Mockingbird CIA controlled media along with CFR fully controls media and the public’s perceptions

Video Clip

Brzezinski was co-founder of the Trilateral Commission that controls the media

1954 - Walt Disney and Werner von Braun used television to sell to the public that the use of rocket propulsion is the future
for space travel in over coming Earth's gravity. Von Braun worked with Disney Studio as a technical director, making three
films about space exploration for television. Von Braun and and his mentor Dr. Hermann Oberth obviously knew full well
that anti-gravity using torsion physics had already been accomplished secretly by Nazi Germany in the 1930s and decades
later by a heavily Nazi infiltrated United States by the year 1954. These hidden technologies in comparison, make the use of
rocket propulsion primitive and obsolete. During this time any alternative approaches or discoveries in anti-gravity were
suppressed and hidden from the public.

Walt Disney (33° Freemason) and Werner von Braun

1954 JUL 14 - TOP SECRET MEMO from Robert Cutler to General Twining regarding MJ-12 Special Studies Project
briefing – This document was found in National Archives establishing it’s validity

1954 JUL 18 - Diplomatic treaty with ETs was signed by Eisenhower meeting at Kirtland AFB
According to a ULTRA TOP SECRET “preliminary briefing” document dated 1989 JAN 8, refers to President Eisenhower
traveling to Kirtland Air Force Base where he established full diplomatic relations with the human looking extraterrestrials:

"The preceding diplomatic treaty was drafted by the director of the Majestic-12 operation and a joint committee of extraterrestrial visitors and representatives of the U.S. Diplomatic Corps, as a statement of intent. It was ratified and signed at
Kirtland Air Force Base … on July the eighteenth, 1954 by President Dwight D. Eisenhower and an individual on the behalf
of the EBEs."
1954 - President Eisenhower assigns his Under-Secretary Nelson Rockefeller to restructure MJ-12 operations - MJ-12 and
CIA now no longer under the control or jurisdiction of the President of the United States

1954 OCT - United States Developed Anti-Gravity 20 years behind the Germans
This is how the Nazi SS was able to intimidate us into a surrender with a 20 year lead over the US

- Dr. Steven Greer giving testimony at the Citizen Hearing Technology Panel in front of former members of congress in
2013
"In October of 1954, a date I want the committee to remember, we have actionable intelligence from someone who has
worked in the National Security Agency and it's been in the vault, all of this went deep black because they figured out at that
point gravity control, so since 1954 October of that year we have not needed rockets, jets, internal combustion engines and
surface roadways between cities, I say this with authority that this is the case"

1955 FEB 11 - President Eisenhower negotiates agreements/surrender with Nazi/Draco alliance at Holloman Air Force Base

According to astronaut Clark McClelland who was told by German paperclip scientist Dr. Ernst Steinhoff about the
Holloman incident who was there at that time:
"It was a German Flying Saucer that he [Steinhoff] and others saw at this base. President Eisenhower, being from German
heritage realized that when he was met by a German officer as he boarded that Saucer. The President then realized why
none came forth to greet him as he entered that German advanced flying machine."
McClelland also points out the connection between the craft that landed at Holloman, and those that overflew Washington,
DC in July 1952:
"I discovered through another German Scientist that the V-7 was the code name for a German Saucer shaped craft that was
developed below the South Pole Ice Cap. The same type that overflew Washington, DC and startled President Truman and
the Pentagon Chiefs in 1952."

Navy Witness William Tompkins: (A well documented witness backed by several individuals in high Naval Command)

Tompkins served as one of these specially selected individuals, or “preferred human contactees,” they would form a critical
role in helping establish a covert alliance between the US Navy and Nordic extraterrestrials. Such an alliance had to be
covert, due to the infiltration of the military industrial complex by Nazi Breakaway groups and their Reptilian allies, which
had occurred as a result of formal agreements between the Nazi-Reptilians and the Eisenhower administration, beginning at
Holloman Air Force Base in February 1955. The Nazi-Reptilian alliance would increasingly coopt many elements of the US
military industrial complex over time, including key components of the Air Force, the RAND Corporation, and the Central
Intelligence Agency.

1955 FEB - Eisenhower's Secret Executive Memorandum NSC 5510 creates new members of permanent MJ-12 committee
- With Allen Dulles as MJ-1 or head of these operations

1955 - UFO/ET operations moved from Wright-Patterson AFB to Area 51 and S-4
Eisenhower was the first to lose control, begins to realize that the autonomy given to MJ-12 / CIA from our legal
government oversight was a mistake as reports were not being given to the president.

1956 - Operation Deep Freeze
The National Science Foundation (NSF) began running the U.S. Antarctic program, which was the umbrella for all scientific
and exploratory research on the continent.

There is good reason to believe that as a result of the 1955 agreement between the Fourth Reich and the Eisenhower
Administration, ITT quickly resumed work with its former German corporate subsidiaries and partners that were secretly
operating in Antarctica. It is important to understand how the Germans handed over the lion’s share of responsibility for
researching the ancient artifacts discovered in Antarctica to the U.S. military-industrial complex. This occurred after
agreements had finally been reached with the Eisenhower administration.

1957 - A global effort to silence the truth about the powers of human consciousness to affect reality
The Nazi’s and their alliance with secret societies understood the occult and this was no doubt part of the Nazi’s world view
warfare to create a matrix of perception

1958 JUL 29 - National Aeronautics and Space Administration NASA is created and run by Nazi SS
Dr. Kurt Heinrich Debus was a German V-2 rocket scientist during World War II who, after being brought to the United
States under Operation Paperclip, became the first director of NASA's Kennedy Space Center in 1962. Debus was a member
of the Nazi Party and Himmler's SS, Debus was appointed by Hitler as the V-weapons flight test director.
Astronaut Clark McClelland witnessed Nazi SS General Hans Kammler in a meeting with Dr. Kurt Debus at NASA.

1958 - President Eisenhower threatens to invade Area 51 if MJ-12 does not allow him access
The CIA operative Stein/Kewper sent on this mission by Eisenhower to Area 51
interviewed by Richard Dolan on March 5, 2013

President Eisenhower said to him:
"We called the people in from MJ-12, from Area 51 and S-4, but they told us that the government had no jurisdiction over
what they were doing…. I want you and your boss to fly out there. I want you to give them a personal message…. I want you
to tell them, whoever is in charge, I want you to tell them that they have this coming week to get into Washington and to
report to me. And if they don’t, I’m going to get the First Army from Colorado. We are going to go over and take the base
over. I don’t care what kind of classified material you got. We are going to rip this thing apart."

Brigadier General Stephen Lovekin on Eisenhower's Staff 1959-1961
Video Clip
'What happened was Eisenhower got sold out, I think that he realized that all of a sudden this matter was going into the
control of corporations, he realized that he was losing control, he realized this phenomenon of whatever it was that we were
faced with was not going to be in the best hands. Those as far as I can remember that was the expression that was used "it's
not going to be in the best hands" and so it has turned out to be'
1959 - Nazi Paperclip scientist Dr. Hermann Oberth claims advancements due to help from "the people of other worlds"

1959 DEC 1 - The Antarctic Treaty is signed which specifically prohibits any activities of a military nature while in direct
violation of this treaty the Fourth Reich continued it’s base R&D operations deep under the Antarctic ice using forced labor.

1960 FEB 28 - President Eisenhower travels to Bariloche, a known Nazi hideout in Argentina

According to the 2017 released JFK Files, the FBI knew Hitler was alive in Argentina til 1962.

Note that George H.W. Bush placed a 25 year secrecy order for the JFK Files not to be released.
also that Presidents Clinton in 1997 and Obama in 2016 have paid a visit to Bariloche.

*Eisenhower warns the public and briefs JFK
1961 JAN 17 - President Eisenhower's Farewell Warning Speech
Eisenhower tried to warn us about these 'unwarranted influences' within the military industrial complex
When President Eisenhower gave the American citizens a warning in his last farewell speech, it would not be fully
understood until many decades later...
1961 JAN 19 - Eisenhower and Kennedy Private Meeting over the situation of MJ-12

This enabled Eisenhower to get Kennedy up to speed quickly on the nature of the problem involving Majestic 12 and the
Area 51 / S-4 facility. Eisenhower would reveal details of the threat posed by the military-industrial complex to Kennedy,
that Eisenhower could only generally describe in his farewell speech warning.
Kennedy was already aware of these operations with his background in Naval Intelligence and being on MJ-12 member
James Forrestal’s staff. His speeches revealed this in stating…
"The very word "secrecy" is repugnant in a free and open society; and we are as a people inherently and historically
opposed to secret societies, to secret oaths and to secret proceedings. We decided long ago that the dangers of excessive and
unwarranted concealment of pertinent facts far outweighed the dangers which are cited to justify it. "
"For we are opposed around the world by a monolithic and ruthless conspiracy that relies primarily on covert means for
expanding its sphere of influence--on infiltration instead of invasion..."

*History of denial of access to our legal government since President Eisenhower lost control
1963 President Kennedy assassinated 10 days after requesting UFO Files from CIA due to MJ-12 assassination directive
by Allen Dulles

1977 President Carter denied access by CIA director George H.W. Bush

1993 President Clinton stated "Sarah, there’s a secret government inside the government, and I don’t control it."

1993 CIA Director James Woolsey "I know this subject is real, I want to know why the hell I can't gain access to it!?" in a
3 hour meeting with Dr. Greer

*NRO document showing illegal USAPs gets leaked
1991-93 Civilian researchers met outside of Area 51 which causes the base to go into lockdown and a NRO classified
advisory is issued to all base operations.

At that meeting with other researchers I taped the only video of this first time public meeting with S-4 scientist Robert Lazar

NRO document generated from Area 51 base

zoom in on COSMIC and MAJI Ops USAPs

1997 Pentagon Meeting with the Head of Intelligence for JCS Vice Adm Thomas Wilson who is shown this NRO doc with
USAPs and is denied access. The Admiral green-lighted the future 2001 NPC disclosure event by stating to Dr. Greer…

2001 This authorized the World Disclosure Event National Press Club Wash DC 20 witnesses willing to testify backed by
over 500 military and intelligence witnesses.
Which the Mockingbird media sanitized with a limited hangout to not alert the public of this illegal operations.

2002 - Adm Wilson meeting with Dr. Eric Davis is furious he is denied access with his constitutional authority
Transcript revealed Adm was threatened to back off on looking any further into the ET reverse engineer operations

Corporations working on technology not of this earth

Admiral was threatened to immediately drop the matter or lose rank and be retired early

*Military Intelligence recruits Trump for commander in chief position to take down the
infiltration
2015 - Trump recruited by military intelligence to be future commander in chief due to the chain-of-command structure
US Military Intelligence recruited Trump for President to prevent Coup D’etat of the corrupt Deep State.
Instead of the Coup D’etat, they chose to use “The Rule of Law” to take this infiltration down, to avoid a huge public
backlash due to the mainstream media control
According to Dr. Jerome Corsi, he was approached in 2015 by a group of generals and told that Donald Trump had been
recruited by U.S. military intelligence to run in the 2016 Presidential elections, and subsequently help remove corrupt Deep
State officials from positions of power.
These actions of expanding the prison in Guantanamo Bay appear to coincide with the many thousands of indictments for
the removal of the "Deep State" assets.

*Indications are that “The Plan” has been activated and military intelligence known as Q is
alerting the public
We are going to explore the possible legacy that President Eisenhower put in place after losing control to an infiltration and
the connection to today’s most highly attacked by mainstream media and censored by social media platforms subject which
is related to a military intelligence operation to awaken our citizens to these operations known as Q which surfaced publicly
in 2017.
Q has repeatedly said “Trust the plan”

As President Eisenhower stated that only an alert and knowledgeable citizenry can protect our future liberties and freedom.
The importance of knowing this hidden history of how our mainstream media has become infiltrated to control the public’s
perceptions and this is why these military intelligence operations have to use backchannels in order to reach the public with
this information.

Due to the control of our perceptions through "Operation Mockingbird" of the major mainstream media outlets to the public,
a group believed to be military intelligence that has become activated and is connected with the Trump administration White
House has started posting utilizing an anonymous backchannel to go around the mainstream media's perception control in
order to directly inform and educate the public that these operations have been activated.
The following are only a few of the hundreds of Q posts that started in 2017
2017 OCT 28 - Q post first appears on 8 chan and on this day John Durham future US Attorney is appointed.

2017 NOV 5 - Q post states…
"Amazing how things make sense once you are asked a question. That’s the entire point of this operation"
Note all that Q is doing is asking the public questions and having them do the research to validate for themselves.
Nothing has ever been posted from 2017 to today has ever implied violence, racism, hate or cult like activity as implied by
the attacks and censorship of the mainstream media and online social media platforms to keep the public from looking into
the information that is being given by the Q military intelligence operation.

2017 DEC 21 - President Donald Trump signs an “Executive Order Blocking the Property of Persons Involved in Serious
Human Rights Abuse or Corruption”.
These executive orders are the tools to take down the infiltrated deep state.

2018 MAR 1 - Executive Order "2018 Amendments to the Manual for Courts-Martial” This allows the use of Military Law
vs Criminal Law utilizing the military justice system against those accused of subversion to our government.

2018 APR – Q post - President Trump surrounded by military standing next to Admiral Mike Rogers head of NSA who
warned Trump he was being spied on who they now have full control of the NSA and are now preparing to clean house

2018 JUL 31 - Q post - Mockingbird Mainstream Media goes on full attack on Qanon with all of it’s controlled media
outlets
QAnon posts being recognized and targeted by "Mockingbird" mainstream media as "Q Conspiracy Cult" to attempt to
discredit with QAnon listed in multiple mainstream media posts, many of the subsequent MSM articles attacking QAnon
supporters using terms such as “baseless”, “outlandish”, “fringe conspiracy”, and even “deranged conspiracy cult”

2018 SEP 19 - Q post - We are not alone and programs exist outside of public domain and we did go to the moon
As William Tompkins stated who witnessed the Apollo moon landing event live.
“First of all, it’s not our moon. Second of all, it’s not a moon!”

2018 OCT 9 – Q post - Corrupt elements in high executive positions in DOJ & FBI need to be removed before justice can
be done so they are cleaning house

2019 JAN 9 - President Donald J. Trump Is Fighting to Eradicate Human Trafficking
The deep-state is heavily involved in human trafficking operations that are being taken down

2019 MAY 30 - FBI Document Identifies individuals with fringe "Conspiracy Theories" as potential violent "Domestic
Terrorists" FBI says QAnon conspiracy theories are a “domestic terrorism threat”

This is then followed by…
2019 AUG 5 – Violent terrorist shooting events falsely associated with Qanon through the use of a hate manifesto post
8chan the primary backchannel message outlet for QAnon is temporarily shut down justified by associating mass shooter
events to an anonymous hate manifesto post. New Zealand Mosque shooter, El Paso, Texas and Dayton, Ohio shooter
events associated with Qanon by the mainstream media in the public’s mind to further discourage public inquirey.

2020 FEB 7 - Q post - The weaponized control of the media dividing the population taking the united collective power and
control from us

2020 APR 16 - Facebook is now removing accounts that have QAnon information.

2020 APR 29 - A Demand for Greater Google-YouTube-Twitter Censorship and Silencing from Rep. Adam Schiff

2020 MAY 7 - Q post showing the mass censorship of QAnon on Facebook to prevent public exposure of this information

2020 MAY 28 - Executive Order on Preventing Online Censorship
America is not Nazi Germany or the Chinese Communist Party which operates with extreme censorship against it’s citizens

2020 JUL 21 - Twitter bans 7,000 QAnon accounts, limits 150,000 others as part of broad QAnon crackdown

2020 JUL 31 - A total of 185,449 sealed indictments have been amassed.

2020 AUG 17 – John Durham starts the first in a series of indictments - 1st admitting guilt – 1. Kevin Clinesmith

2020 AUG 28 – Here we are today
==============================================================

End and the beginning

THIS SECTION BELOW NOT USED:

Additional events omitted from the timeline of Eisenhower for brevity: (do not include)

1953 Media - CIA working with movie industry start the release of fear based extraterrestrial movies to the public
* Invaders from Mars
* War of the Worlds
1955-1956 Media - More public indoctrination with the element of fear associated with extraterrestrials
* Earth vs. The Flying Saucers
* This Island Earth
* Forbidden Planet
1954 APR - MJ-12 Special Operations Manual SOM1-01: Extraterrestrial Entities and Technology, Recovery and Disposal.
1957 - Witness Astronaut Gordon Cooper at Edwards AFB in California encounters alien craft
“I had a camera crew filming the installation when they spotted a saucer. They filmed it as it flew overhead, then hovered,
extended three legs as landing gear, and slowly came down to land on a dry lake bed! It was a classic saucer, shiny silver
and smooth, about 30 feet across. It was pretty clear it was an alien craft."
"So they told one untruth, they had to tell another to cover that one, then another, then another . . . it just snowballed. And
right now I'm convinced a lot of very embarrassed government officials are sitting there in Washington trying to figure a
way to bring the truth out. They know it's got to come out one day, and I'm sure it will. America has a right to know!" Astronaut Gordon Cooper
1957 - Colonel Philip J. Corso has an encounter with an extraterrestrial at White Sands
A small ET he encountered asked Philip Corso to turn off the radar so that he could get out of here and go.
Col Philip Corso responded with "Well, if I help you, what’s in it for me? What do I get out of this?"
This little extraterrestrial replied with... "A new world if you can take it."

1958 JAN 7 - Senator Lyndon Johnson (33° Freemason) made this cryptic statement concerning the future status of our
National Defense and the Race for Space:
"Control of space means control of the world. From space, the masters of infinity would have the power to control the
earth's weather, to cause drought and flood, to change the tides and raise the levels of the sea, to divert the Gulf Stream and
change temperate climates to frigid. There is something more important than the ultimate weapon. And that's the ultimate
position. The position of total control over the Earth that lies somewhere in outer space."
1958 FEB 7 - The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is created
1959 - Monitoring and Tracking both German and Alien Craft into the Antarctic Region – Witness CIA Agent Kewper
1959 JUN 8 - Project Horizon - A Study for the Establishment of a Lunar Military Outpost.

Gen Lovekins testimony
"Without him knowing it he lost control of what was going on with the entire UFO situation. In his last address to the nation
I think he was telling us that the Military Industrial complex would stick you in the back if you were not totally vigilant. And
I think that he felt like he had not been vigilant. I think he felt like he trusted too many people . And Eisenhower was a
trusting man. He was a good man. And I think that he realized that all of a sudden this matter is going into the control of
corporations that could very well act to the detriment of this country."

Separate Section confirming the German advanced anti-gravity craft operational in the 1950s
Space brothers of the 1950’s were actually the Nazis seeing how easily we can be fooled since they had advanced spacecraft
that would seem otherworldly to our citizens…
Not sure what to make of Valiant Thor who claimed to come from Venus. Was it really Venus or Antarctica?
1957 MAR 16 - Valiant Thor arrives in a spaceship in Alexandria, Virginia to meet President Eisenhower – Account by Dr.
Stranges
1952 NOV 20 - George Adamski Contact in California
George Adamski claimed he traveled to a remote location near Desert Center, California, where he made contact with the
occupant of a landed saucer ship. Six people that accompanied Adamski saw two UFO ships on the day of Adamski’s
encounter. The first was a large cigar-shaped craft that flew overhead; the second was a smaller saucer-shaped scout craft
that landed. An occupant emerged to meet with Adamski, and eventually conveyed that he came from the planet Venus and
was called “Orthon”.
Adamski and the Pentagon
After each of Adamski's extraterrestrial contact experiences, he was secretly flown from California to the Pentagon by the
US Air Force where he was debriefed about his contacts. In May 2009, a rare video was released online containing
interviews with various witnesses who knew about Adamski and his secret debriefings at the Pentagon. The witnesses
confirmed that Adamski possessed a military ordnance ID card which allowed him access into the Pentagon.
In 1952, the Pentagon was well aware that a German Space Program had survived World War II and began maneuvers over
U.S. territory. Senior Pentagon officials wanted this to be kept secret. Consequently, it is very possible that Adamski was
told not to say anything about Orthon speaking German to prevent the public from learning the truth.
Cases indicating that the craft belongs to a German Secret Space Program that were actively overflying and landing within
the U.S. Any reference to the German origin of such craft was thoroughly downplayed, and instead references to
extraterrestrials from Venus, Saturn or elsewhere were emphasized.

1963 George Adamski was sent to visit the Pope and deliver a sealed package from the ETs. Adamski after the meeting with
the Pope appeared to be in the same state of excitement and rapture as witnesses had described him being in after his desert
contact with the space brothers in 1952. Verification of his visit to Pope John 23rd was his possession a gold medallion with
the Popes head embossed on one side. Leslie tells of how his close friend Cardinal Basel Hume explained that such a medal
could not be bought and that Adamski must have done something quite important to have received such a gift.

It is to be noted that in the President Ronald Reagan (Knight of Malta) 1981 briefing by the 13th Director of Central
Intelligence William Casey (Knight of Malta) who was once quoted... "We'll know our disinformation program is complete
when everything the American public believes is false." Casey openly revealed how a psychological program was using the
media to carefully craft a public perception of the UFO phenomenon… “If you consider the first person who helped us with
this disinformation program, was Mr. George Adamski, back in the early 50's".
George Adamski's books about the "Space Brothers" supposedly from Venus were actually composed and written by
someone else and Allen Dulles himself stated that he would prevent anyone from testifying in court concerning Adamski’s
book, “because maximum security exists concerning the subject of UFOs.” Dulles also personally went to visit scientists
exploring Adamski's claims to have them back off from deeper investigation.

George Adamski and a photo he took of the "Venusian scout ship" that looks identical to the early Nazi Haunebu II design,
and that was because most likely it was. They apparently used the Reich’s saucers of the Nazis in the 1950’s with George
Adamski to see how easy the public can be fooled.
After agreements were made with the Eisenhower administration with the infiltrated Nazis of the military industrial
complex working in some form of apparent collaboration with the Vatican, that psychological warfare operations were put
in place as revealed by CIA Director Walter B. Smith the 4th CIA DCI (who attended the yearly Builderberg Meetings set
up by a former Nazi SS) writes the following memo stating the UFO issue to have implications for "psychological warfare".
As William Casey stated in the Reagan briefing "As you know, Mr. President, we have some highly classified aircraft. In
order to keep these aircraft secret, we tend to convince, at times, the public and press that maybe UFOs are real in order to
make the public think what they are seeing are actually UFOs instead of our own secret aircraft even though we know
maybe some of the sightings are of actual UFOs. As I said before, this is complicated, but it is a form of counterintelligence.
We give the public some actual facts and let them run with it.”

1956 JAN 7 - Willard Wannall has Nazi craft contact in Hawaii
He noted the swastika and Nazi Iron Cross on both the UFO and the uniform of the occupant. The saucer pilot spoke with a
German accent, and had a Nazi uniform on him! … Sgt. Wannall told us that escaped Nazis, who had flying saucers, had
fled to South America and secret underground bases, below the Ice in Antarctica shortly before the Nazi war surrender.

1957 NOV 5 - Reinhold O. Schmidt has Nazi craft contact in Nebraska
Schmidt stated the crew was composed of “four men and two ladies.” They all spoke to him “in American language with a
German German accent,” but at times he seemed to him that he could hear them talking among themselves in “high German
language, very good high German.”.

1961 SEP 19 - Betty and Barney Hill Abduction Incident
This event happened in New Hampshire which under regressive hypnosis revealed years later a 3D map showing the beings
came from Zeta Reticuli.
It is interesting to note that Barney Hill who along with his wife Betty was abducted by "Zeta Reticulan Greys", stated
under regressive hypnosis that he had encountered an evil-eyed "German Nazi" working with the Greys on board the craft.

